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Context: Statistics and machine learning work best on numerical vectors, formated in a single table. On
the opposite, the typical entry in a database is textual, and the information may be spread across tables.
Give a table, for statistical analysis, categorical data is usually vectorized using variants of one-hot encoding
or dummy variables: the occurrence of an entity is written with a binary presence vector. Data with many
categories or very rare categories make this approach brittle, as they lead to a large number of features, or
nearly-empty feature vectors. Another challenge is to unite the information across tables of the database
into a data table for analysis. With tidy data, in which the correspondences are known, this is done via joins
or append. Without known correspondences across lines or columns of the tables, these are impossible. One
approach for both problems is to use a similarity to link the entries: morphological or semantic distances.
Using similarities for machine learning has typically been cast in kernel methods. From a mathematical point
of view, they exploit the RKHS (reproducible kernel Hilbert space) structure that is implicitly defined by the
similarity. Preliminary work has shown their power to match columns of different tables across a database
[1]. However, their success in databases has been limited by their quadratic computational costs.
This research is set in the DirtyData project, that develops tools for easy statistical analysis of data without
prior cleaning. It is also run in the context of the Paris-Saclay CDS –center for data science– that strive to
bridge between data-science research and a variety of applications.
Proposed work: The goal of this research is to leverage the good understanding of RKHS structures and
statistics on such spaces, but adapt the framework to linear-complexity algorithms in order to tackle large
databases. Two alleys are possible: kernel approximation –as with Nystrom [?] or random approximations
[4, 3]– or primal formulation of the learning problem –where the kernel formulation is in the dual of the
feature space. Given that the inputs in database are seldom numerical, primal formulation may not always
be possible. We expect to explore more kernel-approximation based methods. Inspiration on devising features
might also draw from a related goodness-of-fit test [2]..
The goal of the internship will be to revisit [1] with kernel approximation. A version of the test for similarity
of columns will be formulated based on kernel approximation. This approximate test will be benchmarked
empirically. Further theoretical work could consider the impact of the approximation on the error control as
well as derive conditions on the approximation so that the relevant structure of the RKHS is preserved.
Required skills: The successful candidate will know well machine learning practice and evaluation. He are
she will know the mathematical underpinnings of kernel methods and RKHS. In addition, he or she should
understand optimization techniques in machine learning and classic machine learning model and how to
implement these methods. Knowledge of scientific computing with Python is appreciated as the work will
be done in Python. An interest for applications, typically in economical or social data or public health is
welcomed.
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